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§ Across 25 high-risk viral families, there 
are estimated to be 1.7M unknown 
viruses

§ About 700k of which likely have the 
potential to infect humans

§ For example, for every known 
coronavirus, there are thousands of 
unknown coronaviruses circulating in 
wildlife

Carroll et al. (2018) Science
sciencemag.org  SCIENCE

By Dennis Carroll, Peter Daszak,
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Ariel Pablos-Méndez, Oyewale Tomori, 

Jonna A. K. Mazet

O
utbreaks of novel and deadly viruses 

highlight global vulnerability to 

emerging diseases, with many having 

massive health and economic impacts. 

Our adaptive toolkit—based largely 

on vaccines and therapeutics—is often 

ineffective because countermeasure develop-

ment can be outpaced by the speed of novel 

viral emergence and spread. Following each 

outbreak, the public health community be-

moans a lack of prescience, but after decades 

of reacting to each event with little focus 

on mitigation, we remain only marginally 

better protected against the next epidemic. 

Our ability to mitigate disease emergence 

is undermined by our poor understanding 

of the diversity and ecology of viral threats, 

and of the drivers of their emergence. We de-

scribe a Global Virome Project (GVP) aimed 

to launch in 2018 that will help identify the 

bulk of this viral threat and provide timely 

data for public health interventions against 

future pandemics. 

Nearly all recent pandemics have a viral 

etiology with animal origins, and with their 

intrinsic capacity for interspecies transmis-

sion, viral zoonoses are prime candidates for 

causing the next great pandemic (1, 2). How-

ever, if these viruses are our enemy, we do not 

yet know our enemy very well. Around 263 

viruses from 25 viral families are known to 

infect humans (3) (see the figure), and given 

the rate of discovery following identification 

of the first human virus (yellow fever virus in 

1901), it is likely many more will emerge in 

the future (4). We estimate, from analysis of 

recent viral discovery data (5), that ~1.67 mil-

lion yet-to-be-discovered viral species from 

key zoonotic viral families exist in mammal 

and bird hosts—the most important reser-

voirs for viral zoonoses (supplementary text). 

By analyzing all known viral-host relation-

ships (3, 6), the history of viral zoonoses (7), 

and patterns of viral emergence (1), we can 

reasonably expect that between 631,000 

and 827,000 of these unknown viruses have 

zoonotic potential (supplementary text). We 

have no readily available technological coun-

termeasures to these as-yet-undiscovered vi-

ruses. Furthermore, the rate of zoonotic viral 

spillover into people is accelerating, mirror-

ing the expansion of our global footprint and 

travel networks (1, 8), leading to a nonlinear 

rise in pandemic risk and an exponential 

growth in their economic impacts (8). 

PROMISING PILOT, CHALLENGING SCALE

Since 2009, the U.S. Agency for International 

Development (USAID) has conducted a large-

scale pilot project, spanning more than 35 

countries over 8 years at a cost of around 

$170 million, to evaluate the feasibility of 

preemptively mitigating pandemic threats. 

Other previous studies had begun to conduct 

targeted viral discovery in wildlife (9), and 

develop mitigation strategies for the emer-

gence of avian flu, for example. However, the 

USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) 

PREDICT project is the first global-scale co-

ordinated program designed to conduct vi-

ral discovery in wildlife reservoir hosts, and 

characterize ecological and socioeconomic 

factors that drive their risk of spillover, to 

mitigate their emergence in people (10). 

Working with local partners and govern-

ments, wildlife and domestic animals and 

at-risk human populations in geographic 

hotspots of disease emergence (1) are sam-

pled, and viral discovery conducted. A strat-

egy to identify which novel viruses are most 

at risk of spillover has been developed (11), 

and further work is conducted on these to 

characterize them prior to, or in the early 

stages of, spillover. Metadata on the ecology 

of wildlife–livestock–human transmission in-

terfaces, and on human behavioral patterns 

in communities, are concurrently analyzed 

so that strategies to reduce spillover can be 

developed (supplementary text). To date, 

EPT PREDICT has discovered more than 

1000 viruses from viral families that con-

tain zoonoses, including viruses involved in 

recent outbreaks (12), and others of ongoing 

public health concern (13). The focus of EPT 

PREDICT on capacity building, infrastruc-

ture support, training, and epidemiological 

analysis differs substantially from the GVP’s 

emphasis on large-scale sampling and viral 

discovery. However, to discover the bulk of 

the projected remaining 1.67 million un-

known viruses in animal reservoirs and char-

acterize the majority of 631,000 to 827,000 

viruses of highest zoonotic potential requires 

overcoming some challenges of scale. 

 The first challenge is cost. To estimate this, 

we analyzed data on field sampling and labo-

ratory expenditures for viral discovery from 

(5, 10), and estimates of unknown viral diver-

sity in mammalian and avian hosts (supple-

mentary text). We estimate that discovery of 

all viral threats and characterization of their 

risk for spillover, using currently available 

technologies and protocols, would be ex-

tremely costly at over $7 billion (supplemen-

tary text). However, previous work shows 

that viral discovery rates are vastly higher in 

the early stages of a sampling program, and 

that discovering the last few, rare, viruses is 

extremely costly and time-consuming owing 

to the number of samples required to find 

 INFECTIOUS DISEASES

The Global Virome Project
Expanded viral discovery can improve mitigation

The list of author affiliations is provided in the supplementary 
materials. Email: daszak@ecohealthalliance.org 

P O L I C Y  F O RU M
Scientists prepare to collect a blood sample from 

a Rousettus sp. fruit bat in Thailand to test for novel 

viruses. The Global Virome Project aims to identify 

and characterize the majority of currently unknown 

viruses in key wildlife groups, including rodents, 

nonhuman primates, and bats. 
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What do we not know? ?



What do we know?

NYT –April 2020



It is not about bat-soup, 
civets or pangolins
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Photo/Xinhua

• What do we not know?



Barriers to spillover. This figure was adapted from Plowright et al. 2017



One Health History

§ 2004 One World, One 
Health meetings with 
human public health, 
conservation and infectious 
disease experts were 
organized by WCS
§ Manhattan Principles

§ Berlin Principles 2019

SPEAKERS AND MODERATORS
! Dr. Elizabeth Bennett,

Director of Hunting and Wildlife Trade Program,
Wildlife Conservation Society 

! Dr. Joel Berger, Senior Conservation Biologist,
Wildlife Conservation Society 

! Dr. Trent Bollinger, Canadian Cooperative Wildlife
Health Centre

! Dr. Barry Coller, The Rockefeller University
! Dr. Robert Cook, Vice President, Wildlife Health

Sciences, Wildlife Conservation Society
! Dr. James Curran, Emory School of Public Health
! Dr. Brian Currie, Einstein/Montefiore 
! Dr. James Deutsch, Director of Africa Programs,

Wildlife Conservation Society 
! Dr. Leslie Dierauf, Director, 

National Wildlife Health Center
! Dr. William H. Foege, Fellow, Bill and Melinda

Gates Foundation, Emeritus Presidential
Distinguished Professor; Emory University

! Dr. Pierre Formenty, World Health Organization 
! Dr. William Karesh, Director, Field Veterinary

Program, Wildlife Conservation Society 
! Prof. Kheng-Lian Koh, Esq., National University 

of Singapore 
! Dr. Juan Lubroth, UN Food and Agriculture

Organization 
! Dr. Francois Meslin, World Health Organization 
! Dr. Jean Vivien Mombouli, Laboratoire Nationale 

de Sante Publique, Republic of Congo 
! Dr. Steve Osofsky, Senior Policy Advisor: Wildlife

Health, Wildlife Conservation Society
! Dr. Stephen Ostroff, National Center for Infectious

Diseases, Centers of Disease Control and Prevention
! Mr. Colin Poole, Director of Asia Programs, 

Wildlife Conservation Society 
! Dr. Steven Sanderson, President and CEO, 

Wildlife Conservation Society
! Mr. Kevin Shea, Esq.,

United States Department of Agriculture
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2019 Berlin Principles on One Health

www.wcs.org/one-planet-one-health-one-future

§ Recognize and take action to: retain 
the essential health links between 
humans, wildlife, domesticated 
animals and plants, and all nature; 
and ensure the conservation and 
protection of biodiversity which, 
interwoven with intact and functional 
ecosystems, provides the critical 
foundational infrastructure of life, 
health, and well-being on our planet

Ostfeld et al. 2002 Mazet et al. JVME 33 2006



Congo Basin – Spillover Frontline

§ Long-standing program: 3 main pillars

§ Carcass monitoring [Ebola virus 
community engagement targeted 6,600 
IPLC living in northern RoC]

§ Community outreach and education

§ Research on EBV 

§ Developing field test kits to better 
understand causes of great ape mortality





What do we need to do now?

§ Permanently ban the commercial 
trade in wildlife for consumption

§ Strengthen efforts to combat 
trafficking of wild animals within 
countries and across borders 

§ Work to change dangerous wildlife 
consumption behaviors, especially in 
cities



What do we need to do now?

§ Mainstream holistic One Health 
Approaches
§ Devise adaptive, holistic, and forward-looking

approaches to the detection, prevention, 
monitoring, control, and mitigation of
emerging/resurging diseases

§ Link Economic recovery funding to 
support One Health
§ Increase cross-sectoral investment in the global 

human, livestock, wildlife, plant, and ecosystem
health infrastructure and international funding
mechanisms




